THE FIRST TAYLOR GOLF BIG BREAK

Bill Kostich, Champion Ron Sawmiller and Runner-Up Trevor Lee

On June 25th 2011 9 contestants came to the Lakes of Taylor Golf Course to compete in
the Inaugural Taylor Golf Big Break Competition all vying to win a spot in the Taylor City
Tournament hosted at Taylor Meadows on July 30th and Lakes of Taylor on July 31st.
The contestants were randomly selected from the entries that were received, and none
of the contestants knew what to expect. There would be seven events to test the
golfer’s skill set and only one would be left standing. The first event was a straight
forward 85 yard shot, each player would hit two shots, their closest ball counted, and the
furthest participant away would be eliminated from the competition. Brian Antioch, who
said afterwards “I have never shaken so much before a shot,” took first place honors in
this event by putting his second shot to 33 inches. Bob McCurry was the golfer
eliminated with a distance of 50 feet 9 inches. All the other participants then moved on
the the next event a 120 yard punch shot that had to go under and around a small tree
just 6 feet in front of the golfer. Bruce West would take this event with an outstanding
distance of 9 feet from the pin, followed by Ray Wood at 12 feet 8 inches. The winner of
the first event, Brian Antioch, would be eliminated with a distance of 60 feet 8 inches,
missing the cut by 12 feet.

The third event took place on the putting green, the contestants faced eight – 6 foot putts
set up in a circle surrounding a hole. Each player would attempt one putt from each of
the locations and the player who made the least putts would be eliminated. Bill Kostich
would go first posting a score of 3 out of 8, putting some pressure on the rest of the
field. Trevor Lee (2 makes), Ron Sawmiller (2 makes) and Howard Hill (3 makes) went
after Bill, Trevor and Ron were concerned about a playoff thinking that their two putts
would not be enough to move on. However, the next competitor Andrew Lang would
only be able to sink one of the eight putts, barely missing a few; making everyone that
had all ready gone safe. The next competitor was Ray Wood who would also make two

putts to move on. The final competitor, Bruce West, stole the show on the putting green
making six out of eight to win his second event in a row.
The next event was a 10 yard flop shot over an eight foot wall from a maximum distance
of eight feet, with each player receiving two attempts. The furthest from the hole would
be eliminated. Trevor Lee would have to face the wall first, not clearing on his first
attempt he was able to hit his second shot to a distance of just over four feet to actually
win the event. Howard Hill ( 14’3”), Ron Sawmiller (14’ 7 1/4”), Bruce West (30’7”), and
Bill Kostich( 40’1”) would hit the only other four balls to clear the wall; Ray Wood was
eliminated failing to post a distance.
The fifth event was a 15 yard downhill pitch to a short-sided pin. Bill Kostich went first
and posted a respectable distance of 76.5 inches, the second contestant, Bruce West,
was able to beat Bill’s best effort with a distance of 73.5 inches to move on to the final
skill. Third was Ron Sawmiller who hit one to a winning distance of 16 inches. He was
followed by Howard Hill (102 inches) and Trevor Lee (22 inches). Howard was
eliminated, but said that he was happy to make it past the putting event.
Now that the final four was set the last skill event involved hitting a 22 inch by 22 inch
arget that was 20 yards away and 5 feet in the air. The three players who broke their
targets the fastest would move on to the four hole playoff. Trevor Lee made this event
look easy hitting the target after only a handful of shots. Ron Sawmiller would hit his
target about a dozen shots later, leaving Bill and Bruce fighting for the last spot. Bruce
was taking his time hitting shot after shot just over the target, while Bill just fired away.
About 3 minutes later Bill was able to hit his target and secure the final spot in the finals.
The finals began with a 7:10pm tee time on hole number one to see who had what it
takes to be the big break champion. The final three were Trevor Lee from Canada, Ron
Sawmiller and Bill Kostich both from Taylor, Michigan. Ron and Trevor both hit decent
tee shots with Ron’s finding the fairway, Bill would end up in the heather on the left.
After finding his ball Bill would put his second shot in the rough just off the back of the
green. Trevor got into trouble after hitting a bad second shot in to the heather on the
right side of the hole, and Ron would just miss the green. Ron and Bill would finish the
first hole with bogeys and Trevor would post a double bogey. On the second hole
Trevor and Ron would both find the short grass with Bill in the left side rough. Bill would
miss the green but get up and down to save par. Trevor would then tap in for par, but
Ron would increase his lead by making a twenty foot birdie putt. The par three third was

next, all participants missed the green. Ron would be able to get up and down for par,
Trevor would make bogey to lose another shot, and Bill struggled to make a six. The
final hole was the dogleg left par four fourth hole. Ron teed off first with a three shot lead
over Trevor and a four shot lead over Bill. Ron safely made bogey to become the first
Taylor Golf Big Break Champion, shooting a one over 16, to beat out Trevor’s 18 and
Bill’s 20.
Taylor Golf would like to thank all of the participants and spectators that were part of the
first Big Break, there will be another Big Break before the end of this season, with details
becoming available at the 2011 Taylor City Tournament.

The participants preparing for the competition

Brian Antioch staring down his 33 inch shot during the first event

Howard Hill attempting the punch shot in event #3

Trevor Lee attempting his second putt for the third event

Bruce West attempting to clear the wall on the flop shot.

Champion, Ron Sawmiller teeing off on Hole #3

